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OVERCASTING FOOT

**Intro from Stephanie**

Machine Settings:

Stitch #06, # 18, #19, #37

Stitch Length 2.0 – 3.0 mm

Stitch Width 5.0 - 6.5 mm

Note: Settings may vary depending on stitch selected. Refer to machine guide for
setting conversion and recommendations.

USING THE OVERCASTING FOOT

Position the fabric against the guide plate of the overcasting foot so that the
needle falls near the edge of the fabric.

A. Overcasting stitches (width 5.0 - 6.5) are used for preventing raveling of
fabrics.

B. Some stitches can sew overcasting and regular stitches at the same time.
Therefore, it is convenient for sewing easy to ravel and stretch fabrics.

A.   B.

The overcasting foot delivers a consistent and accurate 
overcasting stitch for a great serged effect. Thread is locked 
around the edge of fabric, perfectly aligned with the edge,  
to prevent fabric from raveling.

Machine Settings:

Note: Setting may vary depending on 
stitch selected. Refer to machine guide for 
setting conversion and reccommendations.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Position the fabric against the guide plate of the overcasting 
foot so that the needle falls near the edge of the fabric.

1.  Overcasting stitches (width 5.0 - 6.5) are used for 
preventing 
raveling of 
fabrics.

2.  Some stitches can 
sew overcasting 
and regular 
stitches at the 
same time. 
Therefore, it is 
convenient for 
sewing easy to ravel and stretch fabrics.
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Caution: To prevent accidents, the overcasting foot 
should be used for sewing patterns 06,18,19,and 37 
only and do not change the stitch width narrower than 
5.0 It is possible that the needle could hit the presser foot 
and break when sewing other patterns and width.

3.   Use a narrower zig zag width for thin or fine fabrics.

4.  Adjust the width and length of stitch 06 for various 
weights of knit and stretch fabrics.

5.  For 1/2 inch seam allowances, sew then trim the 
excess fabric close to the stitching. Be careful not to 
cut the thread when cutting the fabric edge.
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CAUTION: To prevent accidents.

The Overcasting foot should be used for sewing patterns 06,18,19,and 37 only and do not
change the stitch width narrower than 5.0 It is possible that needle could hit the presser foot and
break when sewing other patterns and width.

C. Use a narrower zigzag width for thin or fine
fabrics.

D. Adjust the width and length of stitch 06 for various weights of knit
and stretch fabrics.
E. For 1/2 inch seam allowances, sew then trim the excess fabric

close to the stitching. Be careful not to cut thread when cutting the
fabric edge.
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